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valuable sources to extract and deduct early warnings or identify an
ongoing disaster [5]. Social media can support both early warnings
mechanism and decision support systems since they offer real-time
citizen observations, mainly textual and visual and they have been
established as one of the most important communication channels.
In this work, we propose a framework for a social media monitoring tool that crawls, represents, and analyses content found in
social media in order to decide whether the content is related or
not to a natural disaster, using a combination of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks on visual content and Random Forests on
textual features. The focus is on detecting flood events by using
Twitter posts, mainly due to its real-time streaming nature, but it
can be easily applied to other events and social media as well. The
contribution of the work lies in the use of visual data, along with
the textual, for determining whether the content is relevant to the
disaster. The use of visual data also contributes to developing a
language agnostic framework for an early warning mechanism.
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ABSTRACT
Disaster monitoring based on social media posts has raised a lot of
interest in the domain of computer science the last decade, mainly
due to the wide area of applications in public safety and security
and due to the pervasiveness not solely on daily communication but
also in life-threating situations. Social media can be used as a valuable source for producing early warnings of eminent disasters. This
paper presents a framework to analyse social media multimodal
content, in order to decide if the content is relevant to flooding.
This is very important since it enhances the crisis situational awareness and supports various crisis management procedures such as
preparedness. Evaluation on a benchmark dataset shows very good
performance in both text and image classification modules.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of social media has resulted in massive
volumes of publicly available, user-generated multimodal content.
Social media are not simply changing the way people communicate
in their day-to-day lives, but also during disasters that endanger
public health. Consequently, social media comprise an important
source of information, which reports any major event including
natural disasters [9]. This fact, coupled with various severe natural
disasters that have taken place around the world such as the Haiti’s
2010 earthquake, the 2010 Yushu earthquake, the 2010 Pakistan
floods, the 2011 Töhoku earthquake and tsunami, and the April 2015
Nepal earthquake, led to raising the interest of disaster monitoring
based on social media in the domain of computer science.
It is observed that social media platforms, such as Twitter, are
a rich source of information about real-world events, particularly
during mass emergencies, from the citizens’ point of view. The
abundant nature of these data renders them as one of the most
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RELATED WORK

There are several initiatives including projects and applications
that exploit social media, such as Flickr tags [20], in order to create
awareness about emergency situations or any other health related
issues such as environmental conditions. First, within the hackAIR
project [12], a platform has been developed for gathering and fusing
environmental data and specifically Particulate Matter measurements from official sources and social media communities such
as publicly available images shared through Instagram. In [21],
the authors describe a framework that distinguishes between informational and conversational tweets shared during any major
event and especially natural disasters. The framework uses a Naïve
Bayes classifier for tweet classification and proposes the use of nine
tweet-based features including emoticons, URLs, and instructional
keywords. The framework was tested during hurricane Sandy and
the results demonstrate that the nine features combined with the
bag-of-words features (BoW) achieve over 85% accuracy. Another
work with similar focus is that of [14] that aims at removing conversational data intermixed with informational data during natural
disasters. The authors use the Geoparsing process that converts
free text description to geographical coordinates in order to identify
the relevant tweets. Eventually, in order to assess the severity of
the natural disaster, sentiment analysis is performed. Furthermore,
in [24], the authors analyse tweets generated during natural disasters, and apply burst detection for identifying early indicators
of unexpected event, as well as classification and online clustering
methods for filtering and summarising disaster-related information.
The features used are the tweets’ text itself and other tweet-related
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information such as mention and hashtag count, as also done in [1]
for the estimation of the informativeness of a tweet. Another work
towards this direction is that of [10], where the authors present a
social media crisis mapping platform for natural disasters by using statistical analysis techniques for generating real-time crisis
maps. They use locations from gazetteer, street map and volunteered geographic information sources for areas at risk of disaster
which allows them to work at a building and street level resolution.
Recently, Win et al. [22] introduced a tweet monitoring system
that classifies messages in real-time by using LibLinear classifier
and by considering linguistic features, sentiment lexicon based
features and especially disaster lexicon based features. The performance was evaluated on four publicly available annotated datasets
and showed that it outperformed the classifiers based on neural
word embeddings and standard BoW models. Moreover, Fujitsu
Laboratories developed technologies for disaster prevention and
mitigation, by considering the knowledge of specialists. In [15], the
authors describe an enhanced estimation technique involving social
networking services, to quickly identify the location of a disaster.
Contrary to the above approaches, we follow a two-stage approach where relevance is assessed progressively. The classifier
is a combination of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification
on visual features which are extracted using Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (DCNN) and Random Forests on textual features.

3

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed architecture describes a social media monitoring
pipeline that collects effectively and in real-time posts from social
media and specifically Twitter and classifies them as relevant or
irrelevant to a natural disaster event. The classification considers
both textual information and visual information (if available). The
complete flow of the social media monitoring architecture is demonstrated in 1. The proposed framework involves the classification
of each tweet in order to determine its relevancy to a specified
natural disaster, i.e. flood. Two modalities are considered during
classification; textual and visual. Visual classification is languageindependent, since only visual characteristics are taken into account
and in this manner it can be applied to any image retrieved regardless of the language of the tweet. Thus, if an image is uploaded
along with the tweet, its visual features are extracted and it is then
fed to a classifier (Section 3.1). In case the crawled tweet does not
include an image or the result of the visual classifier is negative,
the actual text is used to estimate the relevancy by using a text
classifier (Section 3.2). In the sequel, we present an overview of the
visual and textual classification modules.

3.1

Social media image classification

Image classification involves the use of visual concept detection
algorithms based on visual low-level features and classifiers for
deciding whether an image shows evidence of flood.
Regarding low-level feature extraction, the most recent trend that
seems to outperform all other previously developed methods is the
DCNN-based features. DCNN-based features derive from the raw
image pixels using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs),
which consist of many layers of feature extractors and they can
be used either as standalone classifiers, i.e., unlabeled images are
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Figure 1: Social media monitoring module architecture.
passed through a pre-trained DCNN that performs the final class
label prediction directly, or as generators of image features, i.e.,
the output of a hidden layer of the pre-trained DCNN is used as a
global image representation [17], [8]. The latter type of features is
referred to as DCNN-based. Several DCNN software libraries are
available, such as Caffe [6], and different DCNN architectures have
been proposed, such as GoogLeNet [19].
Classification involves the construction of models by using the
low-level visual features, and then the application of these models
for image labelling. Common classifiers that are used for learning
the associations between the image representations and concept
labels are the SVM and Logistic Regression (LR) [8].
In the employed framework, we train a 22-layer GoogLeNet
network [19] on 5055 ImageNet concepts [13], which are a subset
of the 12,988 ImageNet concepts. Then, this network is applied
on the TRECVID SIN 20131 development dataset and the output
of the last pooling layer with dimension 1024 is used for global
image representation. We use the annotated dataset for training
and validating an SVM classifier. The SVM classifier can be tuned
by setting different t and g values in order to achieve maximum
performance. The parameter t in SVM classifiers defines the kernel
type, while g stands for the gamma in the kernel function.

3.2

Social media text classification

Image classification is supported by text classification to assess the
relevance of a social media post, involving the following steps:
(1) Document collection from Twitter Streaming API2 .
(2) Preprocessing, which converts the original text data in a
data-mining-ready structure. It involves tokenisation, stop
word removal, and word stemming.
(3) Text representation [23], which models documents and transforms them into numeric vectors. The most commonly model
is the BoW model which can use different term weighting
schemas such as the Boolean, the Term Frequency (TF), and
the Term Frequency Inversed Document Frequency (TF-IDF).
A more recent model version is word2vec [11], which comprises two-layer neural networks trained to reconstruct linguistic contexts of words and produce eventually word embeddings. DBpedia Spotlight annotates text input with DBpedia resources [4] which can also be used as high-level textual
1 http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/tv2013/tv2013.html
2 https://developer.twitter.com
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Table 1: Statistics of MediaEval 2017 dataset

features. We examine the performance of each representation in Section 4, where various experiments were performed
for different feature length and n-gram values for the BoW
methods, and different corpus and vector dimensions for the
word2vec method.
(4) Serving the feature vector as input to a classifier (i.e. SVM,
Naïve Bayes or Random Forests (RFs) [3] ) which is tuned in
order to achieve maximum performance.
Recently, text classification techniques that consider the characteristic features of short texts appearing in many areas such
as Instant Messages and Twitter were developed. These texts are
usually noisier, less topic-focused, shorter, and they contain many
non-standard terms. Methods handling this type of texts include
semantic analysis, semi-supervised short text classification, ensemble models for short text [18] and feature selection [2]. Moreover,
some techniques target specifically Twitter due to its extensive use,
e.g. [16] that considers the emoticons, the URLs existing in the text,
the number of retweets and other features.
Apart from the aforementioned text classification approaches, it
is possible to conclude whether a document belongs to a specific
class by calculating its similarity with the instances that belong to
the class. Examples of such measures are the Manhattan distance,
the cosine similarity, the Euclidean distance, and the Jaccard Similarity [7]. The maximum of the similarity calculated between the
query document and the set of documents belonging to the class of
interest is compared to a threshold value that is defined empirically
in order to decide whether the query document belongs or not to
the specific class. Regarding the Jaccard similarity approach, after
collecting and preprocessing the data in the same manner as previously, we calculate the Jaccard similarity coefficient between the
new text description and each positively annotated text description,
|W ∩W

EVALUATION

This section describes the datasets where the text and image classification modules are evaluated, and the experiments conducted.
The proposed framework is evaluated for the flood event, but it can
be extended to any other events.

4.1

Train set
Validation set
Total Records

Annotation for concept ’flood’
True False

Sum

1280
640
1920

3520
1760
5280

2240
1120
3360

the building of the visual classifier. Table 1 contains the statistics
of the MediaEval2017 dataset.

4.2

Experiments

The evaluation of the visual classification part is done by using
precision, recall, and F-score. These metrics are calculated in every
run in order to decide the best performing classification method.
4.2.1 Social media image classification. In order to find the best
performing feature and classifier for identifying images that contain
evidence of flood, several features are compared and the parameters
of SVM classifiers are tuned in order to maximise their performance.
In detail, the features provided by the Multimedia-Satellite challenge were tested (i.e. acc, fcth, jcd, cedd, eh, sc, cl, and tamura) and
the DCNN-based features that were produced from our framework.
SVM classifiers were trained for each feature for different t and g
parameters and results showed that the proposed DCNN feature
outperformed almost all of them (see Table 2). Consequently, the
best results were obtained for the DCNN-based features for t = 1
(polynomial function) and g = 0.5 or g = 0,03125. Figure 2 depicts
the top 18 results returned by the classifier.

|

using J (Wq ,Wtn ) = |Wq ∪Wtn | , where Wq stands for the set of terms
q
tn
of the new text description, and Wtn for the set of terms of the n
text description of the positively annotated dataset tests. Then, the
maximum value of the Jaccard similarity coefficients is compared
to a threshold defined empirically in order to determine whether
the new text description will be considered as positive or not.
In the following, we examine the performance of the proposed
framework and we tune the involved parameters.

4
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Dataset Description

The dataset that was used for developing and evaluating both the
visual and textual classification modules, is the MediaEval 2017
dataset3 . It was provided within the context of the Disaster Image
Retrieval from Social Media (DIRSM) subtask whose goal was to
identify all images that show direct evidence of a flooding event.
Along with the dataset a set of visual descriptors were also precomputed and provided to the contesters which were evaluated during
3 https://multimediaeval.github.io/2017-Multimedia-Satellite-Task/

Table 2: Evaluation of visual features and classifiers.
Descriptors

SVM parameters
t g

Precision

Recall

F-score

acc
acc
cedd
cedd
cl
cl
eh
eh
fcth
fcth
jcd
jcd
sc
sc
tamura
tamura
dcnn-based
dcnn-based

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0,5359
0,4830
0,6085
0,5925
0,6115
0,5957
0,6682
0,6605
0,5956
0,5000
0,6388
0,6025
1,0000
0,2500
0,5246
0,3913
0,8195
0,8195

0,1516
0,1328
0,5391
0,3953
0,3641
0,3016
0,4688
0,4469
0,4625
0,2578
0,5250
0,3719
0,0016
0,0016
0,0500
0,0141
0,8016
0,8016

0,2363
0,2083
0,5717
0,4742
0,4564
0,4004
0,5510
0,5331
0,5207
0,3402
0,5763
0,4599
0,0031
0,0031
0,0913
0,0271
0,8104
0,8104

0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
0,03125
0,5
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Table 3: Evaluation of TF and TF-IDF representation method.
n-gram

Text-input

Classifier

Without stop words
1

Without stop words & with stemming
DBPedia concepts

Without stop words
Without stop words& with stemming

2

DBPedia concepts

SVM
Naive Bayes
RandomForest
SVM
Naive Bayes
RandomForest
SVM
Naive Bayes
RandomForest
SVM
Naive Bayes
RandomForest
SVM
Naive Bayes
RandomForest
SVM
Naive Bayes
RandomForest

Precision

TF
Recall

Fscore

Precision

TF-IDF
Recall

Fscore

0,85938
0,71406
0,90000
0,48438
0,60313
0,76563
0,35781
0,50156
0,66250
0,84688
0,74844
0,89531
0,45156
0,61094
0,75156
0,36406
0,50156
0,65625

0,83125
0,82500
0,84886
0,75057
0,79659
0,82727
0,70000
0,75000
0,75852
0,82614
0,83011
0,85227
0,74432
0,79602
0,82727
0,70170
0,75114
0,76136

0,78740
0,74795
0,81241
0,58546
0,68319
0,76324
0,46450
0,59335
0,66614
0,77986
0,76213
0,81508
0,56226
0,68536
0,75987
0,47023
0,59444
0,66667

0,71120
0,76311
0,73359
0,69727
0,77186
0,76973
0,66462
0,69752
0,69581
0,70572
0,76056
0,74443
0,69825
0,77419
0,76056
0,66875
0,70000
0,66831

0,82344
0,65938
0,89063
0,43906
0,56563
0,74688
0,33750
0,48281
0,59688
0,80938
0,67500
0,88750
0,43750
0,56250
0,75938
0,33438
0,48125
0,63594

0,76322
0,70746
0,80452
0,53883
0,65284
0,75813
0,44767
0,57064
0,64256
0,75400
0,71523
0,80969
0,53794
0,65158
0,75997
0,44583
0,57037
0,65172

Table 4: Evaluation of word2vec representation method.
Text input

Corpus

Vector
dimension

Words
windows

Training
algorithm

Precision

Recall

Fscore

without stop words
text with stop words removed
without stop words & with stemming
without stop words & with stemming
DBPedia concepts
DBPedia concepts

mediaEvalFloods_corpus
twitterFloods_corpus
mediaEvalFloods_corpus
twitterFloods_corpus
mediaEvalFloods_corpus
twitterFloods_corpus

100
200
100
200
100
[100 - 500]

3
3
3
3
2
[2,3]

1
0
1
0
1
[0,1]

0,75835
0,79341
0,76167
0,77647
0,75455
0,86667

0,74531
0,82813
0,71406
0,82500
0,77813
0,02031

0,75177
0,81040
0,73710
0,80000
0,76615
0,03969

Table 5: Best parameters from TF, TF-IDF, word2vec text classification methods.
Method

Text Input

TF

without stop words

n-gram = 2, min_df = 0,003,
features length = 1068

TF-IDF

without stop words

n-gram = 2, min_df = 0,003,
features length = 1068

without stop words

corpus = twitterFloods_corpus,
vector dimension = 200,
words window = 3,
training algorithm = 0

word2vec

Parameters

4.2.2 Social media text classification. In all cases, three classifiers, namely SVM, Naïve Bayes, and Random Forests, are tested
for a set of parameters. Specifically, for the case of SVM the penalty
parameter and the kernel type is tested, for the Naïve Bayes the
additive smoothing parameter is adjusted and finally for the RFs

Classifiers & parameters
Random Forest
Features num: auto
Number of trees: 200
Random Forest
Features num: auto
Number of trees: 500
SVM
Penalty parameter: 5.0
Kernel type: rbf

Precision

Recall

Fscore

0,74804

0,89531

0,81508

0,74443

0,88750

0,80969

0,79341

0,82813

0,81040

the parameters that are tested are the number of trees in the forest
and the number of features used for best split. For the remaining
parameters, default values are used. Moreover, regarding the methods using TF and TF-IDF representation, different n-gram values
and min_df values are considered during text vectorisation. The
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